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Administration and local business interest demand equal spending per student , page 5
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(

UCF to have third-highest A&S
Fee in Florida in fall of 1994
A breakdown ofwhere students' $55 per credit-hour goes
by REBECCA GILBERT
Staff writer
Ever wonder, w~ile standing
in the Cashier's line, exactly where
the $55.39 per credit hour of tuition goes?
To begin with, $38 per credit
hour, the largest portion, is the
Matriculation, or enrollment, fee.
The Student Financial Aid fee is
$1.90. The Capital Improvement
and Building fees are each allotted $2.44 and $2.32, respectively.
An additional $5.50 constitutes
the Athletic fee, leaving $5.15 as
the Activity and Service fee.

.,
•

Wliere the money goes

•

•

•

•

Of the current fee, $1.00 is
specifically designated for the Student Union Operations Trust Fund,
the only money SGA receives for
the building of the new Student
Union. An additional $0.25 is reerved for the Parking Shuttle
Trust Fund, which funds the Pegabus Shuttle. The remaining
$3.90 funds all Student Government services: the Student Center
and its programs, Recreational
Complex and Recreational Services, and Student Legal Services.
The $3.90 operations and programs portion of the fee was last

UCF football coach resigns
in wake of ticket scandal
D Questions over
the possible
misappropriation of
tickets sparks an
investigation.
by TIM DADY
Stiff writer

Why an increase
In October, UCF's A&S fee
review task force recommended
an increase of $1.80 per credit
hour beginning in the F~ll 1994
semester. Ifapproved by the Board
of Regents, the increase would
bring the A&S fee to $6.95 per
credit hour. UCF' s current A&S
fee is the second lowest in the
state university system. A&S fees,
as of Fall 1993, for the University
of Florida, Florida State University and the University of South
Florida are $5.95, $6.74 and $7 .10,
respectively. According to Chris
Tompkins, treasurer of the Student Government Association at
the University of Florida, SGA
budgets for all nine state universities originate entirely from the
A&S fee.
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increased -in 1988. Committee
members felt that an increase is
warranted. because of inflation.
Other reasons given were the need
for new student programs, an expected increase in enrollment and
on-campus residency, and the need_
to repair many student buildings
which have not been properly
maintained, according to Damon
Mason, SGA comptroller.

How much
The A&S fee increase will generate an estimated extra $1.24 million by ~he Summer of 1995, thus
raising UCF' s A&S fe.e to the
third highest in the state. The A&S
fee increase wil1 r~e tuition to
$57 .19 per credit hour.

Ector

After nearly a decade of
being involved with the
University of Central Florida
footba11 team, assistant football
coach·Robert Ector has resigned
after being named in an
investigation of ilegal sales of
UCF football tickets.
Head coach Gene McDowell
told The Orlando Sentinel that
Ector
had
requested
complimentary tickets to give to
a charity. However, Ector did
not go through the appropriate
channels to obtain the tickets,
which were never given to
charity. Ector told UCF officials
that he gave the tickets to a friend,
iilstructing the friend to take
some for himself and to throw
away any he did not use ,
acoording to theSentinel article.
Ector has been out of town and
unavailable ~or comment.
_McDowell told the Sentinel :
'·' Ijustdon't believeRobertEctor
is a thief. He made a foolish
mistake, then resigned because
he thought it was the best thing
for himself and the school under
the circumstances."
A news release by campus
police stated that an extensive

investigation led to the suspected
involvement of at least four
individuals, one of which was
identified as Robert Ector. The
release also said that no other
current UCF empolyees, players·
or coaching staff are involved in
the incident. The police
submitted their investigative
findings to the State Attorney's
office, and a decision will be
made within a week to determine
if charges will be filed against
Ector.
Ector began his career at UCF
as a player in 1984. In 1987 he
was team captain, top scorer,
top rusher, and was leading the
Knights to their first ever playoff
game.
Before graduating in 1989,
Ector continued to work with
the team as a student assistant.
In 1990 he took over fu11 time
duties as wide-receiver coach
and remained in that position
until resigning last week.
Athletic Director Steve Sloan
has began interviewing potential replacements for Ector. Attempts to contact Sloan about
possible replacements for Ector
were unsuccessful.

SGA's share
Overa11, A&S fees at UCF total $2.6 million, which is SGA's
budget for 1993-1994. Of this,
the Student Government office at
the Orlando campus retains
$466,075,or 17.66percent, which
pays forofficeoperations, the Mac
lab, Kiosk and free telephones .
The remainder is distributed to
Student Legal Services, CAB programming, a scholarship fund, as
well as to various clubs and organizations such as the Greek Counci 1, the Student Escort Patrol Service and the UCF StudentAlumni.
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UCF engineering Little progress has bee~
students lend a made to eliminate racial
helping hand to tension on college campuses
Hurston Festival
Higher Education Research
: by llarlanne Freemon
Contributing writer

•

•

•

Faced
with
the
restrictions of the current job
market, the Industrial
Engineering Department at
UCF continually strives to
broaden the horizons of their
students. This year, senior
design students have been
given the chance to practice
their consulting skills on
several
non-traditional
clients.
One such client, N.Y.
Nathiri, the Executive
Director of The Association
to Preserve the Eatonville
Community, has enlisted a
team of five industrial
engineering students in her
ranks of volunteers, to help
her host the Fifth Annual
Zora Neale Hurston Festival
of the Arts and Humanities.
Nathiri, recently named
one of Central Florida's top
ten "movers and shakers" by

The

Orlando

D Poll indicates
further swing to left
for college students.

Natlontl Student News Service
As the nation heals from
the divisive Rodney King trials
and riots, a recent survey of
college freshmen indicates
sharp increases of student
interest in racial issues and
campus activism.
College freshmen for whom
"helping to promote racial
understanding is an essential
or very important goal"
increased from 33.7 percent in
1991 to 42 percent in 1992,
according to .norms compiled
by the National Cooperative
Institutional Research Program
at the University of California-

" Six out of seven
freshmen disagreed
with -the proposition
that racial
discrimination is no
longer a major
problem."

Sentinel,

.----ToMikEddiES
TRAvEl & EvENTS CooRdiNATOR
11

Low Airfares, Cheap Car Rentals
Great Hotel Rates

Institute. "The extensive media
coverage focused people's
attention on this issue as one of
great significance."
Six out of seven freshmen
(87 ..l percent) disagreed with
the proposition that "racial
discrimination is no longer a
major problem in America," up
from 79.7 percent in 1991. A
clear majority of freshmen,
61.2 percent, al so believe that
"colleges should pro hi bit
racist/sexist · speec~ · on
campus."
The trend toward activism
and politics also enjoyed an
upswi .n g last year, when

A Leisure Resource Company"
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youthful voters surged to the ...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pol.JS to support the ClintonATTN:
Gore ticket.

University of .C entral Florida

A record two out of five
freshmen participated in an
organized demonstration in
1992, which continues a pattern
of renewed involvement by
students in protests and other
forms of social activism. In
fact, that figure more than
doubles the levels recorded
during the late 1960' s, 15 .5 and
16.3 percent in 1966 and 1967
respectively.
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UTAH

POLICE REPORT

Home to the
· United States Ski Tearn,
Park City offers diverse
. terrain for all skiers from
world class to young
beginners, with over
2,200 skiable acres.

UCF initiates advocacy program for victims
by REX HOGGARD
News Editor

When a crime is committed,

regardless if that crime is on or off
campus, the painful truth of the
matter is that someone is hurt, that
is someone is victimized. This, as
far as law enforcement agencies
are concerned, has becomeamajor
point of concern. _
According to ·an article written .
by Sergeant Sandra McClendon
of the U:~F Poli~e..J)epC;If~ents
Public Safety Office, the UCF
Police Department developed in
the Fall of 1989 "a comprehensive
program designed to provide
information, advocacy' and
support to victims of campus
crime."
The focus of the Victim

agencies, McClendon stated.
between the police department and
It was not until January 1989, any university division involved in
howeverr that the Florida providing direct service," she
Legistlature enacted legislation explained.
which instru,ct~d all . law
The program is supervised by
enforcement agencies to develop the crime prevention un it
and implement guidelines which . supervisor. This officer ensures that
were consistent with the purposes department guidelines and
procedures are fol1owed. The
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UCF AIDS Institute in need
of administratio.n support.
by RACHEL LACORTE
Staff Writer

Nestled on the third floor of
the Health and Physics Building
is an institute that many people
do not know exists.
The HIV-AIDS Institute consists of two rooms and an office
where students can go for information, counseling and free
condoms.

''

"I don't think there is
enough AIDS
awareness at UCF."

~ccording

to Sharon Douglas,
exec·utive director of the institute,
many students who are HIV-positive - and those who are afraid
that they might be- come to see
her.
"I'm here for them as a sounding board," Douglas said. "They
know that they can walk through
these doors, and the world will
disappear for a while."
In addition to Douglas, the institute relies mainly on student
volunteers who help to counsel
people and infonn the public about
AIDS.
There is no HIV-testing done
at UCF presently. Douglas said

she would like to see testing become available to students, but
due to indecisiveness by the Administration, she is not certain
when that time will come.
"I believe that this university
is not assisting the HIV-AIDS Institute to achieve its goals," Dou- ·
glas said. "A university has an
obligation to the students to be a
leader in health issues,.and so far,
this university has been neglecting those responsibilities."
Carmelina DiBella, a senior
majoring in psychology, did not
know about the institute until she
took the course HIV - A Human
Concern, which is taught by Douglas.
"I don't think there is enough
. AIDSawarenessatUCF,"DiBella
. said. "But I think it's good that
there is a place on campus where
students can go to get the infonnation they need."
Douglas said that the future of
the institute is in the hands of the
students. She also said she would
like to see Student Government
lend its support.
"If we don't receive the support we need, we may have to
leavecampus,"Douglas said. "But
we' 11 continue to draw our strength
from the people who come in and
say that we made a difference in
their lives."
The HIV-AIDS Institute is located in suite 350 in the Health
and Physics Building. It is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

,;8~p~{;\~,~~,,)~ :;: .··
-·.,

.~.is proud to welcome
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Learn to ...
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Equity Funding top priority at Regents meeting
President Hitt prepared to do battle for equal funding at UCF
by TOM BAYSTOll, JR.
Staff writer

•

•
•

•

•

The question of equity funding
for UCF will be high on the agenda
when the Florida Board of Regents
conducts meetings at the UCF
Arena Thursday and Friday.
Equity funding refers to the
amount of state dollars spent per
student at each of the state
university system campuses.
Despite a growing enrollment,
UCFis receiving"16percentbelow
the system average on a per-student
basis," UCF President John Hitt
said recently in an Orlando
Business Journal article. "That's a
deficit of $14 million in the
enrollment-driven portion of
UCF's annual budget."
The article also said that more
funding would allow the university
to add more full-time faculty and
offer more classes, producing more
graduates and adding quality
"knowledge workers" to the
Orlando workforce.
Hitt pointed out that the Orlando
area had been recently dropped
from Fortune magazine's list of
top I 0 cities, ranked by the number
of "knowledge workers" available
in the area- a key factor in
attracting businesses with highersalaried jobs to Central Florida.
"Although overshadowed by
mid-Florida's huge tourist
industry," Hitt said, "more high
tech, knowledge-base industries are
concentrated along the I-4 corridor
than anywhere else in the state.

Orlando is at the epicenter of the
action." He also said that, of
Orlando-area residents, the number
of UCF graduates exceeds that of
University of Florida and Florida
State University graduates
combined.
"If policy-makers seek better
balance for a state economy skewed
toward tourism and agriculture,"
Hitt explained, "the best fiscal
leverage available is at UCF ... .
"Metro Orlando should demand
that UCF's funding be quickly
brought to the average of the state
university system on a per-student
basis. It's an outstanding
opportunity to create new, highpaying, environmentally-sound
jobs. In time, the investment might
even cause Fortune to reassess
Orlando's fortunes as a top-10
knowledge center."
The UCF Report said that Hitt
received more than two dozen
letters of support from business
people and government officials
"decrying the University of Central
Florida funding gap and urging the
state to take corrective action."
Among those quoted were Barnett
Bank chief executive officer
Thomas Yochum, Halifax Medical
Center operations chief Bill
Griffin, Florida Power Corp. Vice
President Pete Dagostino, and
superintendent of Orange County
·Public Schools Donald Shaw.
The UCF faculty senate also
passed a resolution endorsing "the
vigorous efforts . . . to seek
equitable funding from the
legislature for the University of

Central Florida."
The Board of Regents'
meetings are open to the public,
and the administration is urging
members of the university
community - faculty, students,
alumni, and concerned citizensto attend as a show of support for
the equity funding issue.
The BOR's general meeting
will begin Friday at 9 a.m. Funding
matters are scheduled for the
second hour on the meeting
agenda.
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WUCF adjusts
disc jockey shifts;
positions open up
by TARA FRIEDLUND
Staff writer

WUCF-FM now has only one
disc jockey running the 4 p.m. to 7
p.m. shift. Jeff Ross will remain
on the afternoon shift, while the
other student disc jockeys picked
up different shifts.
Peter Lemon-jello moved from
Tuesday afternoon to the midnight
to 2 a.m. Sunday. TOM JAMES!
(actual spelling) moved from
Wednesday afternoon to Monday
nights from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. Kris
the Renaissance Man moved from
Thursday afternoon to Thursdays
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lovely Lisa
dropped her Friday afternoon shift
and can be heard Saturday nights
from 12 to 4 p.m.
According to Jimee Adams,
WUCF alternative programming

--liiiiiiiiii;i;-------------------------------

and operations director, the new - - - -...............
shift schedule opened up as a result
of students graduating and leaving.
There are still shifts available
at the station. A paid part-time
position is available for a weekend
overnight disk jockey. Volunteer
alternative disk jockey and
volunteer classical disc· jockey
positions are also available.
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Marriott's monopoly on foQd service questioned

Woody Dudley, D.V.M.

Poor service and red tape cited as areas of discontent toward Marriott
by MIKE NEMETH
Staff writer

•
Marriott Food Services has a
contract with UCF which makes
the company the exclusive food
vendor on campus. Many students
resent the contract's restrictions,
arguing that Marriott has a monopoly at UCF.
College students generally appreciate ways to save time. However, forthose who dislike the food
Marriott serves, the convenience
of eating at school is not a privilege.
Student Government President
Chris Marlin complained that
Marriott also has exclusive rights
to selling and serving alcoholic
beverages at UCF. "They have the
liquor license," he said. "So under
state law no one else can come in."
Marlin added that the Student
Government Association must get
Marriott's permission before bringing independent vendors to serve
at on campus events. "They can
approve us or refuse us. But so far
Marriott has been very cooperative. They have never refused
SGA," he said.
Dawn Harden, program director at the student center, agrees that
Marriott has a monopoly on campus, but her personal encounters
with Marriott's food are far more
vexing than her disapproval of exclusive: vending rights. "Don't
even get me started on Marriott,"
she began. "Ican'tcounthowmany
times I've found roaches in my
food. Once I got so sick from

Marriott's food that I could only
get up to go to the bathroom."
On the other hand, Randy
Roessler, general managerof campus food service for Marriott, said
having one company serve a campus of UCF's size provides students with greater quality and better prices. Roessler added that the
label "exclusive vendor on campus" is "a little erroneous."
Roessler said he prefers to be
known as a "contractor on campus."
Besides student and staff dissatisfaction with the quality and
cleanliness of the food, Marriott's
rules regarding fund-raisers are
now being disputed.
Under Marriott's contract with
UCF, student organizations are
permitted to sponsor only two bake
sales per semester.
Roessler explained the restrictions are in place to protect student
organizations who might sell hazardous- food. "Ther.e have been
horror stories," he said.
Because Marriott monitors bake
sales, if a person gets sick and sues,
UCF would be liable, rather than
the student organization.
Allen Venezio, fundraising
committee chairman for Phi Mu
Alpha, a professional fraternity for
musicians at UCF,· complained
about paperwork which Marriott
requires organizations to complete
in order to hold a bake sale, as well
as the company's disorderly organization and restrictions.
Venezia said Marriott workers
lost his paperwork when he tried to
get permission for a bake sale. "I

gave it to the secretary and I never
saw it again," Venesio said.
When attempting to refile, he
went back to Marriott five times
before finding a manager and getting permission one day before the
planned bake sale. "Because of the
mix up, Phi Mu Alpha almost lost
their slot for a bake sale to Chorus," Venesio said.
However, he said the "two bake
sales per semester" limitation is
what bothers him most, not the
paperwork. "Bake sales bring in
quick and easy money," he said.
"Its unfair that Marriott's monopoly restricts events that help
student organizations.
Some organizations disobey the
rules to avoid any aggravations.
Brian Paster, parliamentarian
for Kappa Kappa Psi, the national
honorary fraternity for college band
members, said he did not seek permission from Marriott because
Kappa Kappa Psi is a new chapter
at UCF, and does not yet have
enough members to be recognized
as active on campus- a prerequisite for having a bake sale.
"If we get caught, the most they
can do is shut us down," Paster
said. "Theycan'tmakeusinactive
on campus because we already are."
Paster added that "lots of organizations have bake sales without
permission. Marriott just doesn't
check."
·
Roessler admitted he was
aware of illegal bake sales .on
campus. "Groups run fund-raisers
without following policy ,"
Roessler said. "We try to control it,
but it happens."
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Birds, cats, dogs, reptitles, and :xotics.

*Special rates for students, faculty and staf~
Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic
45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, Fl 32765
2 miles north of campus

Telephone (407) 366-7323

GLAMOUR
· · MODELS
Is looking for models for print
modeling opportunities.
Call for details (407) 365-1053

AA

AUTO INSURANCE
"Save With People Who Care"
•

SR22's.• OWi's • Tickets • Accidents • Young Drivers

LOW DOWN PAYMENT
-EASY MONTHLY, PAYMENTS-

UCF STUDENT
• DISCOUNTS •
CALL TODAY- FREE QUOTE

64-4-3321
2311 LEE ROAD (1/4 MILE E. OF 1-4)

•

Class Break Billiards
Specials:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

$ 3.00 Pitcher 4 p.m.- close
$ 2.00 Pitcher 7 p.m. - close
$ 1.75 all import bottles
2 for $2 Bud, Bud Lite, Bud Dry Bottles
$1.25 all domestic bottles
$1.00 all do~estic bottles 9 p.m.- close

Tables: $1.00 per hour per person until 6 p.m.
$2.00 per hour per person after 6 p.m. (+.tax)

12229 University Blvd.- in the UC6 Theater shopping center
658- POOL (7665)

Innovations,
NOT FAD·S
Kaplan invented test prep.
And we regularly re-invent
test prep as the tests,
teaching methods and
technologies evolve.
But we do so carefully.
The changes we make are
tried at selected sites, and
prm·en to work-which
means optimizing results
for you.

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST
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Tax time-adds stress to students' lives
How to avoid the pitfalls of the income tax nightmare
by STEPHANIE COPES
Staff writer

1994 has officially started, and
if you are like most people, the
start of the new year means it is
time to start thinking about your
taxes. Tax time is traditionally a
stressful time for all, but for poor
and starving students, doing their
yearly income tax can be
especially trying. To make things
easier, there are certain things
students should know when filing
taxes this year.
"Most students are still
claimed as dependents by their
parents, and therefore can use
form 1040EZ when filling out
their taxes, "said Eleanor Green,
a tax consultant with H&R Block
in Casselberry. "This form is
really the best bet for students.
The form is very easy to use and
very simple to understand. If your
incOJJle is under $50,000, which I
assum.emoststudents' income is,
you simply put in all your wages
for the past year and any interest
you made under $400."
If you are claimed as a
dependent by your parents, and
made less than $3,700 last year,
you should not have to pay any
taxes. However, income up -to
$3,700 is the only thing you can

make dedµctions on if you are a
dependent. If you claim yourself,
you are entitled to up to $2,350 in
personal deductions.
Being dependent or
independent can make quite a bit
of difference in how you do your
taxes, so it is important to know
which you are. According to a
pamphlet on students and taxes
published by Jackson Hewitt Tax
Service, whoever pays for half of
the support of the student, whether
it is the parent or the student, can

"If you are claimed as
a dependent by your
parents, and made less
than $3,700 last year,
you should not have to
pay any taxes. "
claim the student as a dependent.
If the student is under 24 years

old and has a part-time job, they
still can be claimed as a dependent
by their parents as long as they
are paying half the student's
support.
As a student, it is also
important to know that certain
scholarships and grants are

NEWS BITS
0 UCF Pres.ident John Hitt will

hold an open forum. at the Wild
Pizza on Jan. 25 from 11 a.m.
until 1 p.m.
0 Would you like to know what
kind of problems our society faces
today? Do you know what you
can do to help? Central Florida
Help line's "People Helper" training course will give you the tools
· and skill to help those who are
dealing with problems such as
child abuse, alcohol and drug addictions, suicide, and grief. The
next training will begin Jan. 24.
Call 740-7408 for f~rther details.
0 The UCF Italian Club and Pizza

Hut would like to welcome students and faculty back to classes
with a special all-you-can-eat buffet. The feast will take place Ja~.
26 from 4 p.m. to 7 p:m. It costs
$4.99 and will be at the Pizza Hut
across form UCF on Alaf~ya Trail.
This buffet is only available to
students and staff.
0 The Orlando- Recreation Bu-

reau will sponsor the Great Blue
Heron Cross Country Festival at
the Orlando Wilderness Park in
the town of Christmas. The free
festival wil I feature scenic bicycle
tours, guided nature walks, "old
fashioned barbecue," environmental displays and family fun Feb. 5,
beginning at 8 a.m. Call 2462800 for details or to reserve your
barbecue lunch plate.

0 The Central Florida Blood and
Tissue Bank and the Student Government Association wi11 hold a
blbod drive on the Student Center
Green Jan. 24 from 9 a.m ., to 5
p.ni. The purpose of the drive is to
replenish the supply which was
severely depleted over the holidays. SGA will offer free food to
· a11 participants as we11 as a contest
between the students, faculty, and
staff. The contest winners will be
determined by the percentage that
each group donates.
0 Dr. H. Douglas Lee, president
of Stetson University, has been
appointed to the Executive Council of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools' Commission on Co11eges. Lee has been a
member of the commision since
1989. According to L~e the commission assures not only that an
institution meet minimum standards, but also demonstrate a commitment to providing quality education programs. SACS is one of
six reginal accrediting bodies in
the country, covering 11 states in
the Southern region.
0 The International and Chinese

Student .associations will sponsor
Spendid China, a professional folk
dancing ensemble, to celebrate the
Chinese New Year Feb. 4. UCF
students will be admitted free of
charge, but to all others the cost
will be $4. For further infonnation contact Joanna McCully at
823-5504.

taxable. Only a candidate for a
degree can exclude amounts
received as a qualified scholarship.
In that case, tuition and books are
not taxable, but room and board
are. All payments for services are
taxable, even if the conditions of
receiving the grant are required of
all candidates for the degree.
Scholarships won in a contest are
not considered scholarships by the
I.RS. if they are not designated to
be used for educational purposes
only. If this is the case, the
scholarship must be included as
gross income.
According to Green, doing
your taxes shou_ld be further
simplified by a: new touch-tone
system offered by the I.RS.
"It works just like drop/add
over the phone at school," Green
said. "If you receive your 1040EZ
in the mail, which you should if
you. have not moved in the last
year, you can use the touch tone
system. Everything will be taken
care of over the phone and it should
eliminate a lot of hassle, especially
for busy students."
With all the recent efforts of
the I.RS. to make things easier,
taxes should not be a major
headache for anyone this year. If
you are still having trouble, there
are many tax services and
accountants that can be of
assistance.

What is your impression of the UCF parking
situation, and how would you improve it?
"When I first started school I
didn't know
how to do it.
I think it has
become
much easier;
however, I
think the
parking lots
should be closer to the building."
Eung-Beum Jang
Business Major, Junior
,;I have a hard time finding a
parking spot almost every day
unless I park real far from my
classes and then I end up walking, I don't know maybe a parking garage or something like that .
may be helpful."

Nanette Crissey
Interpersonal Communication
Major, Junior
"I think it is
pretty good,
every time I
get here I can
always find
a parking
spot. The
parking lot next to the Education
Building.is to faraway, they need

to make closer to the building."
Amy Bausch
Elementary Education, Freshman
"I always get a parking space,
that's because I wait until about
ten minutes until the hour. I think
we need to use all the land that is
available to us, from what I understand we have a entire circle
of land that we are not using."
Jennifer Low
Health Services Administration
Major, Junior
"I think
what they
probably
should do is
build
a
parking garage and
charge pe9ple to park there."
Caecian Johnson
Computer Science, Senior

"I don't think it has been that bad so
far. I usually get a spot without any
trouble."
Eric Risdon
Communications Major, Junior

ill him with a
good question.
Meet with UCF vi1e·presidenls, 1ollege deans
and President Hill al the

..Open Forum"
with
President Hitt
Tuesday,
January 25
Wild Pizza
@Noon
(refreshments provided}
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GREEK CORNER

Classified
ROOM MA TE WANTED-Non-smoker
& female. $275.00 mo. + 1/3 utilities.
Call 380-3523.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Welcome back brothers and congrats
to the new chapter officers and chairs! Roommate to share 4 bd/2ba house,
All business majors are invited to our 15 min. from UCF, $300 + 1/3 utility,
2nd recruiting social & meet the chap- call 2e1-6437, non-smoker only.

FOR SALE
AIRLINE TICKETS FOR SALE! 2 Tickets ( 1-way only) from Or1ando to Phi la.
Good any time until April '94. $125
each. Please call Jill 679-7419.

tar 7 p.m. Jan. 21st@ Cranes Land- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
ing, call Debbie678-1488orMike3661--------------i
Female roommate wanted .to share Bed Queen Set, orthopedic, never
8896 for info Thanks to everyone wh
·
o
helped make theTheta Sigma chapter House with male and female. Own used. Must sell! $125.00. 657-2566.
rank #1 IN THE NATION!!! We raised room & bath. $240 + 1/3 utilities. 658$570 in our silent auction on behalf of 1222.
e - - - - - - - - -- - - - _ J
Give Kids the Wor1d. Let's work on 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l Waterbed-Queen, full wave, heater,
't' 1H
Bd
bookcase headboard & padded rails,
recru1 1ng. appy - ay Alexandra and
Waynel PROUD TO BE A DELTASIGI Roommate needed to share 3 bdrm/2 excellent cond. $75 o.b.o. 678-1062.
·
· bath townhouse. $250/mo. includes
all utilities. 678-1728, leave message. e - - - - - -- - - - -- - - l

>
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FOO DSTAFF-Seeking part-time/fulltime employees forthe following : banquet set-up, convention service, server
assistant, exp 'd ~anquet servers, bartenders and line cooks. Above average pay. Flexible hours. Call 679-0003
for appt. NO FEE!

Transport. Needed from Winter
Springs -434 area by 9 a.m. on MW F
and by 2 p.m. on Tues. Will pay. 3279133.

COOROINATOR: Summer Youth Employment Program for the disadvan-

LIFETIME WE~GHT LOSS
DR. RECOMMENDED, MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE 262-1800 24 HRS .

taged. Full-time/temporary 8-month
• .
position (strong possibility for permanent). MUST have JTPA and formal
mgmt. experience. Fast-paced, challenging position. Prefer Masters, leadership skills a must.
Resume to: Private Industry Council
212 S. Sanford Ave.
Sanford, FL 32771
Closing date: 211/94
EOE

SERVICES

ADVANTAGE MOVING & BOX CO.
Moving-local and long distance. Storage as low as $20 per month with this
ad. $1 ooff any local move and 10% off
any out of state move with this ad. 8944444.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l Tbwoh-p$iece living room set, $225 for
ReggaeJAM spn'ng break JAMAICA
ot , 125 separate. Dining room set
$75. Prices are negotiable. Call Ray or
from $289 ea. FREE info by mail-24
Mature M/F to share 2 br/2ba. Pool,
Dana at 381-4635. .
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l hrmessage(800) "U" REGGAE. .. 800UCF Moo Duk Kwan. Club
tennis, close to UCF! $275 + 1/2, avail.
873-4423.
Co-ed classes now forming. Open immediately, 275-9839, leave mes- 1 - - - -- - - - - -- - - - i

CLUB INFO

•.
:>

•

HouseThursday,January20at7p.m. sage.
Fish tanks. 29 gal. for $40 (plus hood
in the UCF gym's multi-purpose room. t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l and light). 15 gal. for $10. Call 699Check us out! No experience needed.
4102.
For more information call 380-6107 or M/F NON-SMOKER WANTED SHARE
671-5406.
4/3 TOWNHOUSE 10 MIN FROM 1 - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ : : _ _ __ _- j
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 CAMPUS NEAR HOWELL BRANCH
Airbrush and compressor. Iwata HP-C
AND ALOMA. OWN BATH, W/D, DISHJewish Student Union Cookout
and Paasche D-500. Great condition,
WASHER,
ETC.
$240/MO;
$100
DEP;
Fist Activity for Spring
$150 o.b.o. Cal 699-4102.
At Lake Claire, Sunday January 23rd SPLIT UTIL. CALL 679-9494 (LEAVE
For More info, Please Call 382-3769 MESSAGE).
or 823-4621-Everyone Welcome!
Racing bicycle. Panasonic AL-9000.
Aluminum frame, Shimano 105 components. $400. Call 699-4102.
FILIPINO STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Welcome new and returning students.
We have a lot planned for this semesSoloflex w/all attachments, $550.
ter. We will have a table set up at the
Sher:wood Forest_ Available
Weights and bench w/leg attachments,
StudentActivities Fair on Wed. Jan. 14
312 & 212 _OMV Properties
165lbs, $70. 365-7532.
407-657-1967 or 1-800-929-4403
from 11-2 p.m. Come on out & support
1 our cl~b. New members are welcome;
1
membership forms will be available. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0ld members: JOln us to see what's on Lovely 2B 2B Duplex, A/C, Heat, VerPanasonic VCR (Timer, remote) $169,
I Blk Octagonal table w/4 chairs $75,
the spring agenda. Hope to see you tical blinds, Washer/Dryer, near Hwy. II Twin bed $75 , Dresser$ 65 , Desk $45 ,
there! CallTukzT.@ 381-2372, Estella 50 & Dean Rd., $425 mo., $300 secuDesk $35 . Phone 382 _1794 .
B.@ 859-0272 or Abagail R.@ 679- ' rity. Call 648-5136 or eve. 862-3188.
I 7469 for more info. MABUHAY!

FOR RENT

For rerit-2 bed~ apt., walking disUCF DIVE CLUB-SCUBA!!!
tance to UCF, 363-5636.
1
Accepting new members for spring. f - - - - - 1
lmprove your diving skills & make
I friends. C~ll Andrew for info @ 382STUDENTS WELCOME
8007.
2 BR/1 BA APARTMENTS FOR RENT
$480 MONTHLY + $200 SEC. DEPOSIT, CALL JIM OR HECTOR 2758950.
j

ROOMMATES

1---------------<

HELP WANTED
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL JOBS.
EARN $2,500/MO AND TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE! (CARIBBEAN,• EUROPE, HAWAII , ASIA!) CRUISE
LINES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY
HOLIDAY, SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS. GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT! CALL (919} 929-4398 EXT 21.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For rent-2 bedrm 2 bath apt, walking
Share 2 br 2 ba apartment at Willa distance to UCF with W/D and microSprings Apts. Red Bug/Tuscawilla wave, 363 _5636 .
area, 5 min from UCF. Great part of
Food servers-5 nights, Pi Beta Phi
town. First month and deposit moves 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l sorority house, free meals, Mrs. Singer
you in. $290 a month; 1/2 alee. &
273-2703.
phone. Non-smokers only. Call Mark: APT FOR RENT-2 bedrooom 2 bath
near UCF, 3600 Khayyam Ave. $400, e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
Day-671-6275, Eves- 696 _6135 .
349-2723.
!--------------;
Telephone Surveyors-PIT evenings.
4:30-8p.m .-Mon .-Fri., WinterSprings
Minutes to campus ...
4 bedrooms 3 full baths ...
Room for rent in private home. Need office. Hourly wage PLUS bonusLarge rooms, 2 story ...
car. Neatness is important. $275/ 699-9152.
All appliances ...
month. Call (H) 407-699-0570, (W)
322-8711 .
1---------------l
Must be neat non-smoker...
$295 + 1/3 ...
Call now 678-2449.
Wanted: Two roommates-Male or
female to share 3 BR-2BA pool house
on Wedgefield Golf Course. Fifteen
minutes from UCF off Hwy. 520. Gym
1in garage. $250 a month each room
plus share of utilities. Call Rob at 5685077.

I

Freelance graphic artist wanted for
layout and design of brochures and
promotional materials. Requirements:
1. Experience with output & production, 2. Equipment, 3. Desire to expand your portfolio and establish a
working re(ationship with a growing
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, company. Samples of previous work
2/2 apt. 1 mile from UCF. Wash/Dry,
requested. Foran appointment please
dishwasher, fans. $450. 365-7532.
call 677-9501.
Looking for very clean person to occupy one furnished bedroom with bath
and access.to kitchen. 5 minutes from
UCF. $225 a month plus utilities. Call
679 _8917 or leave message.

COUNSELING: Permanent and Temporary positions
Requirements: Bachelor/Master degree in Social Science or Education.
Prefer business background expenence in emplyment and training programs.
Resume: Private Industry Council
212 S. Sanford Ave.
Sanford, FL 32771
Attn: Counseling
EOE
Closing date: 1/21 /94

OTHER
Capitol Records is interested in Or
lando. Call us! 1·800-FLD-MKTG.

TYPISTS
WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
Travel. Summer & Full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5418.

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Same-day service avail. We've moved, call for info.
277-9600.

--------------1

KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.
DO YOU HAVE SALES ABILITY? We
have an opportunity; repeat sales,
pleasant work, advancement. For appointment, send your qualifications to:
AMWAYDistributor,231 Moring Creek
Circle, Apopka, FL 32712 or call Dan
at 889-8566.

Teachers (2): Required: Current FL
Cert., 2+ yrs. exper. teaching adolescent at-risk youth . Prefer: exper. in
computer-assisted instruct. , non-traditional curriculum and program development. Contract position.
Resume to:
PIC
212 S. Sanford Ave.,
Sanford, FL 32771
Attn: High school
Closing date 1/21/94
EOE

A+ Typing and Word Processing
Papers, Re~umes, and more!
Located close to UCF.
Call today: (407) 366-7123.
Typing service: Will type variety of
documents. Resumes , term papers,
letters, fQrms, etc. Quality work! Fast
Service! Call Amy at 678-2973.

Professional typist available. Term
papers, projects, resumes, etc. 2759839. Leave message.

TRAINING/EDUCATION
LEARN BARTENDING
Need Extra Income?
1 or 2 wk. - days/eves
National placement assistance

831-2233

WANTED

International Bartending Institute

INTERNS WANTED! LEGAC'( TOUR
'94. A PROGRAM OF WORLD CUP
USA. ALL MAJORS WANTED. CALL
407-246-1250.

TUTORS
English tutor. Need help with your writing style? Call Becky 957-8982.

HAVE AN OPINION?
Your opinion is worth money! So
don t keep your opinions to you rs elf.
Share them with us and we'll share
the profits with you. Fill out a simple
surveyandbepaidforit! Fordetails
send 2/29¢ stamps to:
1

R.E. Fehmel
357 Woodland Court
Coram, N.Y.
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Does wealth create the desire for more wealth?
A day does not pass that I
don't practice my victory dance
for when the Publishers Clearing
House Prize Patrol knocks at my
door to award me the $10 million
grand prize. I have determined
that a condo in Montego Bay, a
318i BM and a closet full of designer clothes are necessary essentials, and therefore, are imperative to my happiness. Unfortunately, the thrill of success is killed by always wanting
more.
It was a muggy Thursday that my friend, Claire, and I
decided to hit 4th Fighter Group for UCF night. I'm not
much into the club scene so I was excited, but a trace of
caution accompanied.
In the lobby, I was immediately greeted by promotional
manager and good friend, Joe Lapchick, who had placed
_ me on the guest list. I could not help but smile. I had
connections.
I entered the main dance floor slowly, as if it may
swallow me ifI walked too fast. The smell of sweat mixed
with desperate attempts to be camouflaged by heavy perfume. An attempt failed.
Just then, two friends wearing their fraternity and sorority letters plowed into me smiling and giggling. "Hey, it's
Shannon X !"

In Limbo
W'6RE:
BACK[

I

II

They laughed. I could smell Long Island Iced-Tea's on
their breaths. The girl grabbed my hand to escort me to the
center of the dance floor, in the process, pulling me into a
spilled- gin and tonic and knocking a cigarette from some
guy's hand. "Ooops. That wasn't a guy."
The floor must have been covered with one billion
students. Everyone drinking, laughing and swaying their
bodies to whatever DJ Johnny Guitard felt was appropriate
for the progressive-metal-hip hop crowd. A pitifully nonrhythmic attempt at the Electric Slide left a few people
crushed on the floor.
I began to recognize people I knew, then let down my
guard. Claire was nowhere to be found, so I took off my
shoes and situated myself into the smaller, much louder
universe the evening presented. Everyone was having a
good time .. .I thought.
Sitting alone in a corner was an old acquaintance I had
not seen since my freer-spirited freshman days. This was a
guy, and we all know one, that had everything going for
him: A fancy car, a full wallet, Daddy's Visa Gold, etc. He
was the envy of many students. I approached him slowly,
fearful that he would not remember me. "Hey, man."

He desperately attempted a smile. "Shannon. 'Sup,
brah?"
"Why're you sitting here all alone? Everyone's on the
dance floor.'~
He rolled his eyes. ''Maybe if they were playing good
music and the girls were half decent."My favorite song was
playing, and everyone knows that the prettiest girls party at
4th Fighter. I could not sympathize. "I'm taking off!" He
left very dissatisfied, and more importantly, without saying
goodbye.
I replayed the pitiful conversation in my head in an
attempt to understand what the hell had just happened. I
drew to a simple conclusion. Life had afforded this person
a gracious apartment, a luxury car, several toys and a fat
wallet, but yet, even given the atmosphere, he could not
find grounds for happiness. All the luxuries that life had
offered him, including 1,000 dancing, partying, screaming
UCF students, and a friendly black boy, did not suffice for
a fun evening for this person who insisted on having more.
The tragedy lies in the possibility that this boy will, no
doubt, continue to dampen his own happiness by pointing
out everything he doesn't have or has not been offered, and
will kill any pleasure by comparing it to a more perfect
situation.
A Jamaican condo? A BMW? Sure I'd still like them.
Who wouldn't? My concern is, Will these luxuries provide
me satisfaction, or prompt me to continually expect and
demand even more?

r

Tony Whitten
you
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7th grade birthday.party is lesson in bathroom diplomacy
If you don't have enough drama in your life, you need
.to chaperone a party for a group of seventh-graders. ("Chap, erone comes from the French words "chape," meaning
"persc;m," and "rone,"-meaning "who is aging very rapidly.")
We recently had a party for our son's 13th birthday. We
rented a Holiday Inn function room, on the theory that it
was roomier and less flammable than our house. We hired
two nice young DJ's to play ugly music really loud so that
the youngsters would enjoy it. We ordered a large quantity
of cold cuts for the youngsters to ignore, as well as a nice
fresh vegetable platter fpr them to actively avoid.
We stood near the door and greeted the guests and their
parents as they arrived. There seemed like a LOT of guests,
more than we recalled actually inviting. Apparently this
party was giving off some kind of powerful airborne
adolescent hormonal chemical attractant that was causing
13-year-olds as far away as Homer, Alaska, to demand that
their parents drive them to it. People were streaming into
the 'function room The kids would melt instantly into the
throbbing blob of youth that had formed in the middle of the
dance floor. Their parents would look us over, trying to
discern whether we were decent people or Branch Davidians
or what. There was no way we could talk to them, because
the sound system was cranked up to KILL ZONE, playing .
songs that consisted of angry·men shouting things like:
"This song is PAIN!
Makes you inSANE!
This song grows big warts
On your BRAIN!"
So we'd smile at the parents like the Cleavers and

at well beyond the speed of lig~t. The central throbbing
youth blob was constantly pulsating and mutating and
splitting into smaller groups and subgroups to whisper,
hug, discuss, commiserate or - if it was a group of maybe
14 girls - at least tw9 of them crying, and at least one of
them saying something like, "I can't stand it!" - would
gesture to the vegetable platter.
rush past us out the door and into the ladies· restroom. ("He
Meanwhile, in the center of the room, things were just wants to talk to her!" "She's VERY UPSET!") Then
getting very dramatic. Of course we had no clue what was everybody would surge back into the function room, and
going on, because we are grown-ups, and therefore way too the throbbing blob would change form a few times, and
stupid to grasp the complexities involved in being a then, suddenly, the Priority Code Red Alert Signal would
seventh-grader. Later on, our son gave us a much-simpli- go out again: BACK TO THE RESTROOMS!
fied version, which was that this girl had been going with
At times virtually all the party guests were engaged in
this boy, but then she dumped him, although she liked him high-level restroom conferences, leaving us grown-ups
and wanted to still be his friend. but the boy's best friend got virtually alone with the vegetable tray and the sound
angry at the girl and called her a bad name, which caused system, our eardrums torn to shreds, wondering if next year
her to become extremely upset and burst into tears, and she we should skip the function room and just rent two large
thought that the ex-boyfriend had put the best friend up to restrooms.
this, whichhehadn't,in facthedidn'teven KNOW the best
At one point, as small groups of seventh-graders were
friend had done this, and now he (the ex-boyfriend) was streaming urgently past me in both directions, a young lady,
VERY upset because she thought HE was responsible, and having clearly been briefed by her parents on proper etihe was also angry at the best friend, who was ALSO very quette, stopped momentarily and said to me: "Hi! I'm
upset because he was just trying to help out his friend and having a very nice time. So far."
now EVERYBODY was mad at him, so EVERYBODY
The party lasted three hours, which is 46 years in
was upset, and everybody's FRIENDS were upset, and chaperone time. Finally the parents came back and the
things were just so dramatic and awful that it did not seem music (thank God) stopped and the lights came back on and
possible that life as we know it could continue on the planet all these urgent, dramatic figures turned back into seventhEarth.
graders, politely saying good night and leaving with their
As I say, it was actually far more complex than this, with parents, going back to the boring old world.
dramatic new developments occurring every few seconds
Our son told us it was a good party. I kind of wished I had
and importa!lt News Bulletins circulating through ~he party been there.
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Arrogance mars
Whitewater
investigation
President Clinton, during visits in Moscow, Brussels and
Geneva with Russian President Boris Yeltsin, members of
NATO and Syrian President Hafez al-Assad respectively,
proved hi~lf to be just as skilled in foreign affairs as
Republican presidents traditionally have been considered to
be.
However, Clinton's efforts in Europe were marred by
the continued call for an independent Special Counsel to
look into his and Hillary Rodham Clinton's role in the nowdefunct Whitewater Development Corporation, first by
high-ranking Republicans Bob Dole, Bob Mitchell and Jim
Leach, and then by nine senators of Clinton's own party,
led by Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Finally, Attarney
General Janet Reno has agreed to appoint a Special Counsel
to look into the Clinton's role in this affair.
Whether or not the Clintons will be implicated remains
to be seen, but in terms of the way it has been handled so
far by both the Executive Branch and Congressional
Republicans, there appears to be an appalling amount of
arrogance that h~s gone far to confirm many of Americans'
negative attitudes toward government.
While certainly not as corrupt and credibility-damaging
as Watergate or the Iran/Contra Affair, the Clinton
Administration's handling of the whole affair recalls the
Nixon and Reagan administrations' handling of their
respective scandals. Republicrat David Gergen's t:ried-andfalse stonewall technique for controlling the press has failed
once again, just like it did when he tried while working for
Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan.
On a similar note, Clinton has tried to blame all of his
Whitewater problems on the media. Just like Vice President
Spiro Agnew blaming the press (which he called "the .
nattering nabobs of negativism" in a speech written by Pat
Buchanan) for Watergate, and just like Ronald Reagan, the
so-called Great Communicator, calling the press "sons of
bitches" for investigating Iran/Contra, so too goes Bill
Clinton. To complain about the media for wanting to
investigate alleged corruption, whether the complainer is
the President of the United States, or a member of UCF's
Student Government, is nothing more than colossal
arrogance.
We then have the Republicans, the Reigning Kings of
Alleged Corruption, suddenly interested in getting to the
bottom of a scandal "for the good of the American People."
Republicans Bob Dole and Newt Gingrich, who only 18
months ago were calling for the end of Special Prosecutor
Lawrence Walsh's investigation of Iran/Contra, have
suddenly developed an entirely different view of special
counsels. After weeks of demanding that Attorney General
Reno appoint a Special Counsel to investigate Whitewater,
they are finally getting their wish.
..
Senate Minority Leader Dole isn't satisfied. He now
wants a congressional investigation into the affair. This, he
now says, will be the only way to ultimately learn what
happened "for the good of the American People."
While the appointment of a Special Counsel will go far
in doing so, this call for a Congressional role in the
Whitewater investigation will do little for the American
people. However, it would certainly give plenty of ripe
television time for a certain party and a certain Senate
Minority Leader hungry for ilie Oval Office. One can
almost see Mr. Ethics himself, Newt Gingrich, using his
role as Congressional Investigator, as he traditionally has,
for ulterior motives that go beyond the oft-repeated "for the
good of the American People" reason. A Special Counsel is
what they wanted; they should be content with that.
We can only hope, no matter how the results from the
investigation turn out, that our elected officials act with a
little more dignity and a little less petulance.
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Healthy_lifestyle won't assure.long life
Anyone who knows me well
· knows that when I see someone
eating a plate of fried eggs or
fettucine alfredo I'll usually say
something to the effect of"Damn,
boy (or girl), you' re going to block
an artery!" I think I really began to
annoy my old roommate after I
told her for three weeks straight that the hot dog she ate
a month ago was still blocking her colon~ at the very
moment. I think if my pet rabbit could talk, he'd probably tell me to stop buying him the damn reduced-fat
rabbit food I feed him.
By this point, those that don't know me probably
think I'm some sort of health freak, which I'm not. It's
just my slightly odd sense of humor. In fact, the last time
I got any decent amount of exercise was when I ran half
way through D.C.'s National Airport trying to make a
7:30 a.m. flight.
At one point in my life, I'll admit, I was a bit too
obsessed with watching what went in me. I'd immediately scan every can of food I bought for the contents
and to see how much fat was in it. But, as I am discovering, it is a cruel irony of life that the stuff that tastes
the best is the worst for you.
Well, to hell with it. As Nietzsche said, "A man
without vices is a·man without life." And I don't know
about you, but I'm to the point where if I see one more
public service announcement urging people to eat less
fat, I might just have to hack into the American Heart
Association's computer and.transfer all their funds into
Burger King's account.
But it's not just diet PS As I'm sick of; it's the PS As
about drinking, AIDS and drugs I really can't stand.
Look, I drink, and I enjoy it. Yes, it kills brain cells and
rots your liver, but here's some news: since we only us·e
3% of our brain, does it really matter we kill off a few
brain cells here and there? (And, by the way, the liver is

--

unique to the .human body in that it can repair damage
done to it.)
I'm also quite tired of the whole "Say no to drugs"
message. I've never even so much as inhaled, but this is
an alleged "free" society, so people ·have the right to
inject themselves with whatever poisons they choose,
just as they have the right to hit themselves on the head
repeatedly with a hammer. And if any individual thinks
some 14-year-old is going to be persuaded not to do
drugs by watching a 15-second spot of some famous
athlete saying "drugs suck," then that person suffers
from the worst disease known to man: stupidity.
What I am truly disgusted with, though, are the new
explicit AIDS prevention ads produced by the government. The one that sta~ds out as particularly bad features
a young man and woman getting naked, about to get it on,
when the woman asks if the man brought a condom. The
man says "no," so the woman says "then forget it." Right!
For one thing, about 25 percent of the time, the man
would just pin the woman down and say "too bad, bitch!" ·
And I did not chose the number 25 arbitrarily - a survey
of 2,000 male college freshmen done in 1991 found that
25 percent of them would probably rape the woman in a
scenario like the above.
Unfortunately, eating right, exercising and not drinking do not guarantee a long, healthy life (though smoking
will certainly guarantee you a short, unhealthy life- let
me point out that if you smoke, YOU ARE JUST PLAIN
GODDAMN STUPID). In fact, the only thing researchers say people who Ii veto be 100 have in common is that
they are happy, think positively, deal well with stress and
spend plenty of time relaxing.
And that, friends, is how I intend to live.
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BuyaMacintosh now and you can

organize your time, strai ten out your
finances or go .comple iyballistic.

Macintosh LC 520 5/llJ,
iritemal AppkCD'" JOOi CD-ROM Drive,
Apple Keyboord II and mouse.

Appl; Po1verBook 145B 4/8'J.

Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Pit
14" Display, Apple Ke;board II and mouse.

Only 1,239.

Only $1,257.

Only $1,641.

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any give you.the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
select Macintosh®or PowerBook®computer, you'll also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
software programs. It's all included in one low price. And the software an Apple"computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. ,_
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596: It was designed to
Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal
Visit your Apple Glmpus Reseller for more information.

Visit UCF Computer Store next to the·Biology Building
Open 8:30am -4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am -4:00 pm
or for more informadon call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
© 1993 Apple Compule1: (nc. All rights resen·ed Apple. !he Apple logo. Macinlosb and Poll'erBook are regislered lmde11111rks ofApple Co111p11!er Inc. AppleaJ ii' a lmde11111rk of:lpple li1111/11tln: /11c.
.
"Based 011 lbe combined Suggested Re/ail Prices (SRP) of!beproducls i11 The Cm11p11s Sofl1mre Se/for ,l/11cinlosb 11.»qf October /. 199.i.
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Spring Elections 1994
for President and Vice-President

Declaration of Candidacy
.Tuesday;.. Friday Jan. 18-21
·
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

in the SGA offices (AcrossfromStudentCenter)
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PEG BOY &L'lJSCIOUS JACKSONS AMONG MANY TO RING IN NEW YEAR
can be done.

melodic. This is their newest release and it is a four-song EP.
Pegboy was born from the remains of Naked Raygun as well
as a couple of other bands. Fore
is amazing. Again, it is unfortunate that it is short-only four
songs (cute title pun, right?).
•Craig Mazer But the songs are so good that
it's worth it. And the cover photos are hilarious! This is another
one to go out and get! Go. Now!

leased (but because they are live,
•Craig Mazer all have a new good sound); four
from Tape Type Thing, four from
Batach and 2 from Small Block.·
The unreleased song is "Big
Shot," a Billy Joel cover. Get this
and wait for the next release
which will hopefully be longer.

•Craig Mazer

Mousetrap (Grass)
Cerebral Revolver

Who would of thought Nebraska would churn out a band
like this? Not I. But that shows
you what !know. Power and Pop
meet head on in Cerebral Revolver. Ten tracks of forceful
music that make you ask the
question: How can three guys
sound so gosh darn powerful?
Well, Crawford, Buchanan and
Miller have the answer. With
insigtful lyrics, some interesting
samples and intense music, these
guys ·have me convinced that it

ALL (Cruz)

Big Drill Car (Cargo)

Breaking Things

Toured

Did they have to get a new lead
singer. Oh well. He's not that bad.
Actually, he's got a pretty good
voice. Mostly more of that pop,
punk girl lyrics that ALL is famous for.
But ALL tries out a new harder
Pegboy (Touch and Go)
style
on some of their songs, and
Fore .
that doesn't sit too ~ell with me.
I love Pegboy. They are so Maybe it's because they have a
fucking powerful and full of en - new singer now; either way, I like
ergy, yet, at the same time, very them better poppy. "Shreen,"
"Guilty," "Birthday 1.0.U." and
''Stick" are my favorites. Similarly, "Politics," "Crucified," and
Economics, Education
"Rosco" are my least favorites.
ALL in ALL it is a pretty good
album.

This band is plain amazing.
Flat out poppy punk rock. This
newest album is a live album
from their 1991 Batch Tour. I
was pleasantly surprised by the
· recording quality. It is excellent.
The only letdown is in length.
· With ten tracks totaling just over
30 minutes I was somewhat disappointed. All but one of the
songs have been previously re-

Anthropology, Art, Biology,

(

•Craig Mazer

(

$1850\.~
~ - -- ··-··/

VI A-Chairman of the Board
(Grass)
Interpretations of Songs Made
Famous by
Frank Sinatra

The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
Ju]y 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY AB-ReAD
PROGRAMS
FLORENCE • LONDON• COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581

Compilations are great. Tributes can be great. This one isn't.
There are 41 tracks by 41 bands,
all doing Frank Sinatra covers.
There are some good points.
Screeching Weasel, Vindictives,
Treepeople, Urban DK are the
highlights. Most of the other bands
just seem to try to imitate Frank's
style and don't stick to their style
of music. Also, several songs are
done by more than one band and
become somewhat repetitive. The
good songs are very good. The
others leave something to be desired. Granted, there are two CDs
with over two hours of music, but
I'm not sure I could sit through
the whole thing again.

•Craig Mazer

Craig and Justin
continued on RS
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A few years ago when
we looked at the prospects of the Florida film
industry, the prospects
.s eemed great. Parenthood was shot here in
Orlando and so was Ma tine e.
Edward
Scissorhands and My Girl
were shot in Lakeland.
Then came the promises
of An Irish Story, a.k.a.
Far and Away, and
Beverly Hills Cop 3.to be
shot here. Orlando was
being touted as the next
Hollywood.
Then the South Beach
craze came. The two
aforementioned films
were dropped from production here, and The

Bodyguard became a
blockbuster success in Miami with the production of
major studios coming
thereafter. One of those
films is the exceptional
Wrestling
HemingWay.

Ernest

Now I was down in Fort
Lauderdale when this was
first being filmed, in December of 1992. Everyone
was excited. The.Strip was
closed. Big stars attended
film premieres and everyone was happy. Except
the people in Orlando.
The funny thing is
though, you can hardly tell
ifs Fort Lauderdale.
The characterization of
the leads, Richai;d Harris

and Robert Duvall, however, completely dissolve
any doubt of the quality of
this film. They are absolutely great. It is very rare
to find two characters that
can interact with the hu:.
mor and brashness of Fred
Flintstone and Barney
Rubble but still have the
intensity of DeNiro and Joe
Pesci in Goodfellas (with
the horrible notion of
horny elderly ·people factored into it).
Not to say the film
doesn't have its ·tender
moments.
Richard Harris plays
Frank, an elderly man realizes the death of manhood through his four di-

vorces and the fact that he
is all alone in his old age.
He hits on Shirley
MacClaine, and his pickup
line retells his fateful wrestling
match
with
Hemingway in Havana
where he slammed the famous writer to the floor.
Duvall plays Walter, a
reserved Cuban immigrant
who is a paradox to Harris'
loudmouthed, disheveled
braggot. He merely sits on
a bench in the park with
his golf shirt, golf hat and
go1f shoes, doing his crossword puzzles and eating
bacon sandwiches that he
orders special from Elaine,
the hot little 22-year-old
waitress at the corner

diner.
He .too is . alone but,
unlike. Frank, he has
never experienced life
and his only hope lies in
his dreams. Together
they gain strength to face
this loneliness.
Now I know what
you're thinking: "This
movie is stupid." or "It's
so damn cliche." But let
me fill you in on something.
It's not.
In what other movie
can you watch two old
men having a rite of passage by ski.n nydipping
HEMINGWAY
continued on R5

If yo~·re interested in the ultimate
college experience ...
..

.

is interested in YOU!!
All students interested in applying for the
1994 Orientation Team must attend one of the
follo'Ying information sessions:·

Monday, January 24th
11 :00 A.M. &3:00 P.M.
Tuesday, January 25th
3:00 P.M.
All information meetings will be held in the
Student Center Auditorium
For more information call 823-5105
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in the Lif'e .of' Johnny .
Everyone began preparing for
a marvelous party at the beach.
This commenced at noon, also
there was a phone call that added
excitement to the event-my exgirlfriendDarlene, who happened
to be in town; she was looking
through old photos of us. Now ·I
could expect it to be really wild.
Darlene was with her sister Sharon
in Winter Park. She was wondering who I was seeing at the time,
and I said 'No one.', seconds later
I invited her to come to the party
hoping for the best. Johnny woke
up, jumping around still hung over,
and Danny Boy and I were splitting a quart of the Bull. Johnny
was going a million miles aminute.
'I do declare, God is on my side
today. We have got to get going.
Come on, Carl! Let's skidattle and
get to the coast. Its getting too late.
Leanne, uh, Linda ... I mean all the
girls, you know, 'are in bikinis.
The sun, yes the sun .. .'
~'Darlene's going to come
too.' I smiled brightly at Danny
Boy.
Danny Boy thought that
Johnny was the strangest person
he had ever known, and he kept.
laughing, seeing Johnny bump into
furniture, getting dressed and talk-

Photo/Wassberg

Enter at your own risk

ing . to himself. 'First things first,
I've got to get me some whisky,
then call Leanne. No, maybe I
should call Lori ... She sure is sweet.
ljlistdon'tknow?! Maybe I should
·flip acoin .. .' on and on crazy and
divine. J~hnny didn't even notice
that Danny Boy was so amused. He
was a whirlwind. Danny Boy says
to Johnny: 'I heard you went to
New York City and San Francisco,
last week? Why?' 'Well, Johnny

said, 'I just got to go sometimes ...
Life ain't for sitting still...Leave
that to the folks at the retirement
home. You got to go, go, go! Besides, I know, some sugar girls.. .'
David's two bedroom Spanish stucco house was on Liberty
street, next to Del's liquor store
only half a mile from the beach.
You could walk down the sidewalk, across a quaint little park,
cut across the highway and walk

one hundred yards till you were on
the beach. ThepartywasatDavid's
only he didn't know. But he was a
close friend ofJ ohnny' s andJ ohnny
usually gets his-way with all of his
friends.
We arrived tooting on the horn
and banging on the door. It was a
wild and wonderful caravan ofcars.
Johnny's white truck, Linda's yellow Tercel, Darlene's sky-blue
VW, and Danny Boy's black El

Dorado. Johnny chugging beer
with Leanne, Darlene wearing a
Hawaiian Tropic T-shirt over her
orange bikini.My God, she looked
so good. David came to the door
drenched in sweat and wearing a
wide joyous grin. He was smiling
still in a hangover and from the
noise in the back ground. Well he
must have had company. A girl we
momentslatermetasKathy. Kathy
was a waitress at Olive Garden.
Johnny says to David: '. .. and
we want you to know, my brother,
we're glad to come to your wicked
house and have a party!' David
said, 'And just when I thought I
was rid of you. Here you are again.
Woe! Ho! Remember when you
sang that Bruce Springsteen song
to that bag lady pushing that rusty
old grocery cart in the Albertson's
parking lot. 'Hey little girl is your
daddy home? Did he go and leave
you all alone .. .' Turning around
David yelled. 'Hey Kathy! Its
Johnny and he brought his entourage. I guess we're gonna be forced
to have a party at our house!'
Johnny interrupted to tell

UNTAMEABLE
continued on R7
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• can:Jp·us information cent.er
• discounted movie tickets
• discounted attraction tickets
• lost and found center

823•'2060
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HEMINGWAY
continued from R3

in a canal (believe me,
not to many movies
would dare to do this or
even want to)? What
other movie can you
W'Jtch the bonding of two
old men as they watch
fireworks while drinking
whiskey and pissing in
the wind? And what other
movie can you see an old
guy hitting on a complete stranger in a theater just to prove to his
buddy that he can still
"get it on"?
The film, however,
does have a serious discourse which involves
the transformation of
both characters into complete opposites of what
they originally were. By
watching Frank's freeloading, carefree view of
life, Walter loses his fear
of engaging in the world
while Frank realizes his
own mortality and his ruined loveless experiences
Craig and Justin
from page R4 .

Luscious Jacksons (Grand
Royale)
In Search of Manny

.

When I heard that Beastie
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though Walter's simple but
empty life. Frank realizes
all that could have been
but wasn't.
He died-, and he was
mourned by his one and
only friend, Walter, a person he didn't even know.
Most movies provide

characters that I don't really care abo.ut.
But I actually cared
what happened to these
old guys, horny as they
were.
Call me sentimental.

Boys' Mike D was producing an all-girl rap group, I
knew I had to get it. Don't
be fooled, though, this
sounds nothing like the
Beasties, but it's phat with
a capital PH. It's got great
music with good accom-

parrying vocals. And Kate,
who was in Beastie Boys
when they were a punk
band, plays on tracks. Luscious Jacksons grooves
with the best of them.
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$49 each
Full $55 each
Queen $69 each
Twin
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•Justin Best

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL

j
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•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor

~.

4. pc. Bedroom Sets
(SimilartoPicture)

$239

• Double Dressers • Mirror• Headboard • Bedframe
all for $239

Across from UCF!
* Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 bedroom and 2 bedroom, 1
and a half bathroom apartments from $360.
··Walking distance from UCF
• Covered parking
• Laundry faciliates

Ask about ou~ free

r~nt

spec'ial! ·

Uni versity

12017 Sloan Drive
Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 273-4097

.,:l;1jfi
} i i!!'.:il1!i

•Pool
• Central Heat
and air

Office hours M-F 9-5 m

Sloan

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with. -I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D S., and I've proYicled the people
of Orlando ~·ith the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfo1table care for over eight years. And Id hke you
t~ experienc_e my personalized care, coo. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
524, an 589 \·alue. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. Students with Valtd LO.

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
'

(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for ch ipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, 1f any • Discuss fin dings • Get
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends. tl/30/ 94

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Ct'rt1fk<l lkntil Implant Prosd!ctics
~h!mlJt>r: Amt'nc-Jn CXntal Associ:IUon ,
AC'Jdem~ of Gt'nt"r.1! Dt°nlL'<tl') . AL"!ldm1y for
. Sports Dt:nrt'<l1y. Fluncb Ot.ntil A.'iSOciation,
Grl':ltcr Orlando l'lt-ntal Socit'I}
T~ Dattbt: tAl!Yenltf el cfttnl n.wat

.

'
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East Orlando Dental
tnso E. Colonial DriYe, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of H\\.y. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101
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ETERNAL BAND RI~E~ FROM THE DEAD AT THE ~TATION
Last Friday, Possum Dixon and Every Kid's First Punk
Rock Band, The Dead Milkmen, played at The Place With the
Largest Collection of Quiet Riot Backstage Passes in the World,
also known as The Station. I really didn't want to go to the show
because I had thoroughly and completely burned myself out
helping you melonheads find your used textbooks at College
Book & Supply (The Student's Friend, We "buy-back" year
'round, and unlike the school store, we don't just hire women
who look and talk like Marge Simpson's sisters ... ); the idea of
being knocked around by angst-ridden whippersnappers. to a
band that I have already seen twice before didn't sit too well with
me. ·
But ultimately, I was glad I went. The original plan was to see
three songs, leave and shit out a hack piece by using lots and lots
of colorful rock adjectives like "blistering," "smoking," "pulsating" and perhaps a Tim Wassbergian-style foray that would read
something like:
Deadened, withered.
Sadness, splintered.
A ghost's translucent countenance shrieks into the void.
The·Dead Milkmen?
Yes.
I didn't and can't do that though, and it was all definitely just
as well. Justin and I got there in the middle of Possum Dixon's
set. They were doing a version of Madonna's "Like A Virgin."
A few songs later, they did an amazing cover of the Yardbirds
"For Your Love." I expected them to suck, if only because their
press release said ·something to the effect of: "Possum Dixon is
a fresh, hot young band from Los Angeles whose sound and
lyrics masterfully capture the majestic highs and the sorrowful
lows ofliving and loving from a Generation X point of view." All
Little Mister or Little Miss Press Release Writer had to say.was
"Possum Dixon is the best band to ever get their name from a
fugitive on 'America's Most Wanted,' and then some." I was
pleasantly surprised.
After a blistering, smoking and pulsating final song that
knocked me out of my bookstore exhaustion, Possum Dixon left
the stage. The Dead Milkmen started to set up while The Station
played the obligatory Helmet/Soundgarden tunes. Thirty minutes later, The Dead Milkmen were ready to rock.
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The Dead Milkmen (Hollywood
·
Records)
Not Richard, But Dick
Not Richard, But Dick is the
latest release from The Dead
Milkmen, the band that will
never die. The tracks have all
the makings of future classics.
Songs such as "I Dream of
Jesus" and "The Woman Who
Was Also Mongoose" are now
forever embedded in my head.
If you enjoyed any of their
other albums, then you won't
be disappointed by this. Be. lieve me, you'll be happy when
you're older and "Let's Get
The Baby High" is playing on
the "oldies station" and you
can sing along.
•Justin Best

And rock they did. I had forgotten how great The Dead
Milkmen were, and are. This band was country when country
wasn 'tcool, as it were. They had MTV licking their behinds with
the nonstop airplay of "Punk Rock Girl." But instead of Joing a
Kurt Cobain "play the music biz game then whine incessantly
about the trials and tribulations of stardom" -type act, they
simply did the sensible thing and handcuffed Downtown Julie
Brown to the set of "Club MTV" and left her there, effectively
ending the MTV/Dead Milkmen courtship. Genius, pure and
simple.
They kicked it off with "Tiny Town," then they played songs
that I hadn't heard in years, such _as "The Specialist/I Am the
Walrus," "The Thing That Only Eats Hippies," "Taco Land" and
"Smoking Banana Peels." Of course, they played "Punk Rock
Girl," and they used the beginning of "Bitchin' Camaro" to spiel
about notorious Beverly Hills madam Heidi Pleiss. Guess what
kind of car Heidi drives?
The strange thing about the show was that I hadn't heard any
song by The Dead Milkmen past 1989's "Beelzebubba," and I
knew every song except three or four such as "Leggo My Ego,"
and "I Dream of Jesus" from the new "Not Richard, but Dick"
album. There was a heavy emphasis on the classics. My favorite
part of the show was the encore. Lead vocalist Arr. Trad (a.k.a.
. Rodney Anonymous) apologized because he thought they had
played poorly (I disagree).
This is where it got very, very, very good. Arr. Trad stunned
the crowd by pulling out a tlute and leading the band into a
rousing Jethro Tull medley. Everything from "Aqualung," to
"Thick As a Brick," and all Tull songs in between were featured
in this knowing tribute. All of the troubled teens who were
congregated at The Station on that fateful Saturday night stopped
their Michael Stipe "Drive" imitations, and started to give
everyone they saw BIG HUGS. It was a beautiful sight.
It's hard to believe that The Dead Milkmen have been going
at it for ten years now; emotionally, they still play like they're
just starting out. I was glad I stayed.

•Brian Costello
Opinion Editor
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Living Life
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UNTAMEABLE

the Edge

People were rushing in and
out. Things were working up to a
continued from R2
Irenzy. I hoped that Johnny,
Darlene and Nicky would show up
David the plans. 'This is the way I
soon- but I knew they wouldn't
see it' he said, 'I'm going down to
like
sitting around, getting wasted.
the beach with, uh, yes ... I mean,
They
loved being on the run. They
Linda and later me and uh well
were
like some weird wild tribe
Darlene are gonna go to the good
wandering
searching for themol' licka store and get some whisky.
selves
through
the chaos and the
ButnotuntilmeandCarl,poorboy
forests
of
the
night.
that he is, go to see my ex-wife that
Nick, the camel, was a guy
wild wench and I can't wait for you
who
. liked to spit beer in
to meet her. Yep, she was darn
face just to see their
somebody's
lucky she got away from me. Uh
reaction.
It
was
getting into the
hunh!
weehoursofthemorning. So when
So me and Johnny jump into
he spit beer into David's face that's
his white truck. We stared out for a
when everything got out of hand.
moment. Everything was radiant.
David was always pretty calm. But
People rushing into David's house,
Kathy who had had enough of the
toting coolers full of beer and wine
revellers was not. She threw her
and food. We were off. I hugged a
drink at him, and missed; but she
quart of beer and listened to his
hit Danny Boy in the back who was
madness, him yelling above the
making his moves on a lovely bruradio. He started with a grunt, yelled
nette he had met on the beach eara phrase, talked about it, reflected
lier. She was in a neon green bathon another idea linked to it, asked
ing suit. He turned around and
me if I remember, then went on surgically attached below ·the she sure did squeal...' and he went sure is fine. Mighty tasty .woman, shoved someone who I didn ' t
like a runaway train. 'No, no, I waste. I say they were quite a couple on with other experiences he' dhad. uh hunh .. .'
know. Punches, kicks, screams,
can't forget and well, then and of mutantFredAstaires. They were Of the black whore who could fart
Later in the afternoon, I was broken furniture and the Police. 1
there, it began to take control of on the dance floor, doing their in french; gigantic clouds of grena- polluted on the back porch of dec.ided to slip away unseen and
me, a dark and mysterious blos- thing; started edging their way over dine and absinthe Rimbaud. Of the David's house talking to a girl. I walk down to. the beach.
som, which I knew-only you could to us. We were drinking Old Crow, man who hid an armadillo in his thinkher name was Karen.Johnny
I was sitting on the shore durappreciate. I knew I'd come back I believe. He, He ... They came too ass in Houston. Of the grandma was -out gallivanting around town ing low tide, the stars shining, the
to it... Now that look on your face close and we jumped back at the who could catch a cannon ball with with Darlene and Nicky. As usual moon smiling, the waves danctells me so much .... remember the same time. I landed on ·this girl's her privates ... He talked endless! y. he was .chasing and enchanting ing ... It was such a beautiful ni_ght.
pederast and the neo-Nazi fag feet. That must have hurt. Man, 'Wait until you see Nicky, She every girl
I wondered
within a ten
where and
mile radius.
what kind of
They bought
mischie f
whisky and
Johnny and
dropped it off
the
girls
on the front
were getting
A SMOKING .CESSATION CLINIC
door step and
into.
raced
off
suddown
the
denly,
I
road, Darlene
h_eard laughdriving,
ter and then
TO BE HELD AT:
Nicky mixing
his voic e:
drinks,
'Now I tell
ORIENTATION ·
1-19-94
Johnny talkyou this, if
ing . Johnny
there's a
ON tHE ROAD TO FREEDOM
always made:~
good time to
the girls drive ·
® Understand your habit: recording cigarettes
behad ... well,
1-26-94
® Health effects of smoking
him around
Carl
of
® Building motivation to quit
>
like a chaufcourse is the
feur.
one to show
WANTING TO QUIT
It
was
a
Photo/Wassberg . us where it is.
® "Why Do You Smoke" Test
2-2-94
fabulous evening, Some of the girls Carl? I say Carl? Do you remem® Begin small groups and buddies
,
.
® Triggers and alternative coping strategies--your plan ot action
were barbecuing harp.burgers and ber in Chicago ... whe11 1 you were
hot dogs outside. There was a bon- drunkonldon'tknowwhat...Now
QUIT NIGHT
fire and some voodoo punch. wait a minute .. .it was Long Island
® Reconfirming decision to quit
Crowds of people were starting to iced teas ... yep. yeah, he was pa2-9-94
® Panel of ex-smokers
gather in David's house and out- rading around in The Dagger and
® Help and support; contracts and rewards
side nursing the keg watching the on Twenty Fifth with his penis
bonfire. I began to get my second out. .. Oh my my! It was hilarious ! I
Wl~NING STRATEGIES
wind. Danny boy got up and started say you should've seen that old
·
Withdrawal symptoms and benefits of quitting
® 48-hour report
playing quarters on the solid oak grandma's face; she had her face
~1
® Relaxation skills
2-11-94
coffee table in the living room. over her eyes ... '
® Learn to assert yourself
There
was loud music and a guy
.
THE NEW YOU
.playing harp. Some people began
• Anton Estin
® Lifestyle changes
to dance .
Revelation Staff Writer
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SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS

The Health Resource Center, l-2PM
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®

Exercise and Weight Control

®
®
®

More relaxation and exercise
Coping strategies
New self-image

2-, 6-94

® Social situations
® Introduction of Maintenance
STAYING OFF

.2-23-94,

lET'S CELEBRATE

7

0

®
®

Lifestyle shifts
Evaluation of program
Graduation and celebration

UCf WELLNESS CENTER
823-5841
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H8rding-Kerrigan affair: sportsmanship or a soap opera?

The University of Central Florida should
just cancel classes in February. Every person who-:b~s red, white and blue will be
at home making a dent in the sofa with their
eyes glued to the television set. Yes, it's the
zillions of hours of luge coverage we spoke
of last week in our Ten Trivial Tidbits. And
I for one can't wait. The world coming
together in brotherhood and sportsmanship.
Did I say sportsmanship? Well, some of
the athletes display this honorable quality.
But some have proven recently they are just
a wee bit too competitive. Did I hear someone say Tonya Harding?
You better believe it. This ice rink star is
a little too aggresive. And if she wants to
redeem herself-she should withdraw from
Olympic competition.
Now, Mr. Trivial Trylko over thete is
jumping up and down and screaming about
her constitutional right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty. Hey, I'm not
saying she's guilty. I hope she is innocent-I hate to think she would do something so low. I find it very sad that anyone
did it, but for it to be another athlete makes
me sick.
Remember Monica Seles? She's the tennis player who was stabbed by one of Steffi
Graf' s fans, because he wanted Graf to win
a tournament. Well, Graf did something
very honorable and respectful. She talked
to Seles about bowing out of the competition. Seles told her not to, but the fact she
was willing proved she had a lot of character. This kind of behavior is what Harding
should be displaying right now.
Trivial says if she bows out she is admitting guilt. Not true. She would be showing
a lot of class.
And whether or not she was directly
involved is not the point. She is involved
because people close to her were respohsible and they did it for her. If she were not
competitive with Nancy Kerrigan they
would not have done this, right? So, Harding
should not let Kerrigan ' s injury be used to
her advantage. If Kerrigan does not fully
recover and it affects her skating, Harding
has an unfair advantage, regardless of

whether or not she was directly involved.
And that's not right. Especially since it was
her body guard and possibly her husband.
(Not to mention the fact that she should
divorce her husband if he did commit such
a heinous crime.)
It would be one thing if it was someone
she did not know. But it was done by people
over whom she had influence and she should
not take advantage of the situation.
Come on Tonya, show some class. Any
medals you might win would be tainted
anyway.
And Nancy, I hope you come home with
the gold. You deserve it.
Stand and cheer Olympic fans, and demand good sportsmanship and goodwill from
the athletes that represent our country.
Now, Trivial tells me I have to do sometD.ing that pains me greatly. I have to revisit
last weekend's .NFL predictions and forecasts about this week's games.
Dallas pulled it out this week (oh, the
pain!) but they won't have such an easy
time with San Francisco, who (yes, it kills
me to say this) demolished the Giants.
They are on a roH and won't be as easy to
stop as Green Bay was. I pick the 49'ers;
the Cowboys (and their fans) are just a bit
too cocky.
Warren Moon did a valientjob leading
the Oilers against Kansas City, too bad it
wasn't enough. But Joe Montana's luck has
run out. It's still January in Buffalo and the
Chiefs aren't tough enough to face Jim
Kelly , Thurman Thomas and Old Man
Winter on the same day. See ya in the·Super
Bowl guys.

First, figure skating is not a sport. Second,
this week's debate topic was supplied by Ms.
Duncanson, who fully admits she's planning
on restructuring her life for the 1994 Winter
Olympics. She's constantly muttering about
taping countless hours of luge coverage to
watch again during the summer. But enough
about that, let's get to the debate.
By now, you've probably heard something about the conspiracy involving the attack on figure skater Nancy Kerrigan. Tidbits
of information continue to leak out about the
involvement of Kerrigan's rival, Tonya
Harding. We may never fully know the truth
or we just may soon know it all.
But, as I write this column M_onday night,
on a day in which the California earthquake is
a more pressing national concern than this
figure skating soap opera, Harding has not
been indicted on any charge. Fellow Americans, that means H~ding's innocent.
That's a concept flag-hugging, red, white
and blue bleeding Americans like Ms.
Duncanson seem to forget. Did Harding know
about the plot to destroy Kerrigan' s Olympic
dreams? I don't know and neither do you.
Americans want to be judge and jury on any
tabloid selling story and this fiasco is no
exception.
Ms. Duncanson says Harding should display some dass and withdraw from Olympic
competition. If she did, it might appear to be
an admission of guilt. Remember folks, nothing has been proven that Harding knew one
iota of what transpired. While her ex-husband, bodyguard or heck, even the gardener
may have known something, Harding maintains her innocence.
If she's telling the truth, I respect Harding's

Basketball, baseball, tennis and a few other
sports are just sotDe of the things you'll get to
cover as a reporter for the <:entral Florida
FutureSportssection. So, put down the paper
or quit studying, and give us a call.
You.can
reach Sports
Edit:ors
Jenny
Duncanson
or'Irace
'Irylko at:
823-8192, or
s1:op by 1:he
Future office
in 1:he UC6
plaza.

INTERNATIONAL Calculator
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Compu~er

•HP 48GX Graphic
Expandable
The best calculator for
yo_ur education and your
career - 128KB of RAM
built in, plus expand{lbility.
•HP 48GGraphic
32-KB RAM built in.
All HP 48GX features
included except plug-in option.

Call Don O'Rourke 898-0081

2916 Corrine Drive
by the Navy Base

In the NFL playoffs, I nailed three of four.
Joe Montana pulled another victory out for
Kansas City and surprised me. My apologies
to Ms. Duncanson for calling the San Francisco-New York game a great NFC contest.
44-3. Yuck! A gaze into the crystal ball reveals Montana and the Chiefs will deny Buffalo another embarrassing trip to the Super
Bowl. Take KC in a cold, snowy. hard-earned
23-19 victory.
In the Super Bowl, I mean the NFC championship game, Steve Young and the 49ers
will be seven better than Dallas, 27-20. Go
Emmitt go, to the sidelines. Let's hope the
whiny Cowboys fans don ' t come up with too
many excuses for this loss.
Until next week, remember, the sports heat
goes on.

I

......l

• Full line of
HP scientific &
business
calculators.
•HP lOB
•HP 17BII
•HP95LX
Palm Top
Computer
•HPlOOLX
Palm Top

stand on participating in the Olympics. If
she's guilty and lying to us, lock the door and
throw away the key. But, let's not destroy
Harding's Olympic dreams, because we
TIITNK OR FEEL she's done something
wrong.
Just because COURT TV is in millions of
home.s doesn't mean anyone of us know anything about someone's guilt or innocence.
Frankly, I'm sick and tired of hearing how
Michael Jackson molested little boys, the
Menendez brothers killed their parents and
now, whether some no-name overweight
skater plotted to do in her rival.
Americam; thirst for this sensationalism
and the crime of the century in figure skating
will soon be replaced by another lurid tale of
murder and mayhem. I'm sure that tale of the
woman slicing off her husband's penis will
push the Kerrigan-Harding mess off the front
pages.
Ms. Duncanson and those who agree with
her this week, please stay glued to COURT
TV and wrap yourself in 'ole glory. Continue
babbling about what's the right thing to do
and please bask in too many hours of Olympics coverage. I hope ifl'm innocent and must
stand trial that none of you make it out of the
jury pool. By the way, please don't forg~t that
freedom is what makes the United States such
a great country t? live.
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LADY KNIGHTS
from page 24

Did you know....

TAAC games last year en route to
a 4-24 record. Plus, the quick start
in conference play must be opening up some eyes, especially for
those coaches and sports information directors who, during the preseason, picked the Lady Knights
to finish last in the conference
race.
Coley was again the leading
scorer with 29 and leading
rebounder with 12. Senior Tricia
Duncan came off the bench and
added 10 points. Duncan also
grabbed nine boards. Briscoe had
nine points and dished out six assists.
The Lady Knights have found
team unity. This wi~l be the key to
more victGries as the team faces
the second half of the season and
the bulk ofJTAAC opponents.

TAAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
(through January 15)

Conference
W-L
UCF
2-0
Florida International 2-()
Stetson
2-0
Southeastern La.
0-1
Georgia St.
0-1
College of Charleston 0-2
,.
Mercer
0-2
Florida Atlantic*

•

All games
W-L
3-8
12-1
7-5
7-3
4-9
3-4
2-7
4-8

UCF women's basketball pla~'er Tamika Coley is third in
the TAAC in scoring, averaging 18 points per game? In
addition, Coley leads the T AAC in rebounding, grabbing
an average of 10.3 per game and is fourth in steals with 2.6
per contest.
Lady Knights's basketball player Tara Gibson is among
the T AA C leaders in 3-point field goal percentage and is
second in the conference in assists?
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Strictly

At Llfe File, a walk-in laboratory
testing center, you can get a full range
of H_N and immune status blood tests
with or without a doctor's orders.
o you feel like slamming a
birdie out of Orange
County?Don'tfretnaturelovers, we're not talking about
wildflife. Recreational Services badminton competition
will be held Saturday, t~_nu
ary 29. For more information
on this tournament or any Rec
Services program call 8232408. Or better yet, stop by
RS 101, located by the pool.

D

No appointment is needed. You're on
your way in about 10 minutes. And
because our prices are so reasonable,
you can afford to keep better track of
your health. Plus, you get test results
and explanations that make sense.
Stop by Llfe File, where laboratory
testing is quick, convenient,
accurate, affordable, and, of course,
strictly confidential

A Walk-In Laboratory
Testing Center
7113 University Blvd.,

Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 678-7118
Fax (407) 678·8988

ver

Roadway Package System,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm

Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

It's time to donate blood to the Central Florida Blood
Bank again. Recieve a free cholesterol
screening for donating.

Monday,]anuary 24
Allday
SC Green

ll.E

~
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ConfiilentiaJJ

*FAU begins TAAC play in 1994-95

Equal Employment OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
from page 24

to put UCF ahead 80-77 with 4.2
seconds left. Then,junior DarrylDavis
stole a long inbound pass by the Cougars and gave UCF a final-second
home victory.
An exciting finish was not descriptiveofthe game Saturday as theGolden
Knights took on Mercer University.
The Bears of MU looked focused
against a UCF team that shot poorly
and played inconsistent defense.
The Knights made only 28 percent
of their shots (21 of 75) and never got
their offense going. UCF had a difficult time getting good shots inside
against Mercer's zone defense and
often settled for outside shots.
"Our poor shooting was a direct
resultofourmental preparationforthe
game," said Speraw.
When the Knights defended well
they made progress offensively. In
both halves they cut into Mercer's
lead with offense that was sparked by

their defense.
But, UCF could not catch the Bears
evenafterclo ingthegaptotwopoints
with under nine minutes left in the
game. The Knights didn t continue
the defensive pressure and Mercer
answered each UCF run with a run of
their own.
Overconfidence could be one reason for the Knights' los .
"We're a little discouraged, we did
expect to win," said senior forward
Victor Saxton. who had 13 points and
six rebounds.
When asked about the Knights'
inconsistent play, Speraw commented,
"I don't think we've hit our stride.
We're searching to play with consistency as a team and individuals."
The Knights will need to find that
consistency on the road, where they
havenotplayedwellsofarthisseason.
UCF's next four games area way from
the UCF Arena where the team is 1-4.
Poor shooting has plagued the
Knights away from home. If this continues the team is in for a long two
weeks.

Forward Victor Saxton scored 13 points in UCPs 67-58 loss to Mercer Saturday. The defeat was the Knights' first at home
this season. (DeHoog/Future)
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TAAC MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
(through January 15)
Conference
W-L
Centenary
3-1
3-1
Stetson
2-1
Florida International
2-2
College of Charleston
Southeastern La.
2-2
Mercer
2-2
UCF
2-3
Georgia St.
2-3
Samford
1-4
Florida Atlantic*

All games
W-L
8-3
6-5
6-7
9-3
4-7
4-10
7-5
5-8
6-8
0-15

1rhe Counseling and Testing Center
Annoilnces
The Following Groups For Spring 1994

*FAU ~begin TAAC play in 1995-96

Self-Empowerm~nt
You can make a difference in life. This group offers you the opportunity to learn
about new dimensions of yourself. Meeting times are from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
beginning January 24 in SC 211. Group will be facilitated by Linda Fishkind.

-.
Kaplan and only Kaplan has
centers. These are comfortable
places where you can come
and find staff, students,
libraries~ tapes, practice tests.
If you start our course in
Michigan, you can finish it in
· Hawaii. If you miss a class,
When you want
you c~n make it up.
to work hanl,
we make it easy. • Day's, evenings, weekends.

Convenience is

General Psychotherapy Group
This group is designed to help students learn more about themselves and the way
they interact with others. The group is open to both women and men and will
begin meeting Monday, January 24th from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Dr. Fran
Friedman will be leading the group. Please call the Cou.n seling and Testing
Office by Ja.J.)uary 21st for more information.

Adult Survivors Of Sexual Abuse
This group will f?Cus on the healing process concerning the effects of childhood
sexual abuse. The group is open to women and men. The group will begin
meeting Wednesday, January 26 from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Call the Counseling
and Testing Center by January 21 for additional information.

Eating Disorders

''}.

The Eating Disorder group will focus on structured interventions and development of healthier alternatives. Call for additional information.
.

I

For Further Information call:
823-2811
I

I

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

The Counseling Center is available to students for personal counseling free of
charge. Personal Counseling deals with issues such as intimacy, relationships,
depression, anxiety and so fourth. Call extention 2811 for an appointment. Peer
Counselors are available to assist you with personal problems, Monday-Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m. Call extention 2811 for more information.

..
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R's no mirage, the Camels are
coming to the TAAC this year
by TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor

•

Get ready for the Fighting
Camels ! That's the nickname of
the Trans America Athletic
Conference's newest additon,
Campbell University.
Monday the TAAC announced

the Buies Creek, North Carolina
school will officially become the
11th member of the conference
July 1, 1994.
. The Fighting Camels wilJ begin play in each of the 13 TAAC
championship sports beginning
this fall.
"We are proud that Campbell
decided ·to choose the TAAC and

we look forward to the competition its teams will bring to our
already competitive athletic and
academic arena," said TAACcommissioner Bill Bibb .
In 1994-95 TAAC champions
will advance· to the NCAA Tournament in baseball, men's and
women's basketball, men's soccer, softball and yolleyball.

Aerobic Schedule
F•ll 1993
Time
Room
to'a.m.
Arena
11 a.m.
Arena
Noon
MPR
3p.m.
Arena
4:15 p.m. Arena
5:30p.m. Arena
6:45 p.m. Arena
!t

MON
Step

TUES
Step

WED
Step

Hi/Low
High
Dance
Step
Step

Low
Step
Hi/Low
Fae/Staff
Step

Hi/Low Low
High
Adv Step
Hi/Low
Step
Karate Fae/Staff
Step
Step

THURS
Step

FRI

Badminton
Track & Field Meet
Wrestling
Softball
Floor Hockey
Tennis Doubles
Racquetball
Sand Volleyball (2 on 2)

1/28
217
2/14
2/17
2/21
2/25
3/24
417

PRESENTS

NFL PLffYOFF

P.flRTY

SAT
Step

WHEN YOUR ·TE:fl.M

Step
Hi/Low
Step
Step
Step
Step

~ORE~D
Phone: 677-5600

Wolff system tanning at

Tan-Fastique
Tan1zing Salon

Recreational Services Sprln-g Schedule
DEADLINE

CASSELBERRY

~3.00 PIT~HER~
~ .fl FREE DR:fIFT

Aqua Aerobics will resume after Spring Brea_k

EVENT

m

PLAY

1/29
. 2/8
2/15
2/28-4/22
2/28-4/21
2/26
3/25-26 .
419

DIAMOND KNIGHTS' NEWS
The UCF Diamond Knights will take .the field in the Fifth Annual Olive Garden Classic
February 11-13 at Osceola County Stadium in Kissimmee. The tournament field also includes
Kansas, Tennessee and North Carolina St. General admission adult daily tickets are $5 or $12
for a three-day pass. Student (17 and under) and seniors (60 plus) general admission tickets
are available for $3 or $7 .50 for a three-day pass. Tickets can be purchase~ at any TicketMaster
outlet or by calling 423-2476.

10 Visits for $25.00
• Acrylic Nails (student discounts available)
• Massage therapist
• NEW TRIM & SLIM THIGH CREAM NOW
AVAILABLE
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m.
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94

DON

..

8:30 a.m.
Runners Calendar
Fellowship of Christian Ath- Winter Springs
$10 through Saturday, Febru.letes SK
ary
5; $12 from February 7Saturday, January 29, 7:3Q
0;
$1S
day of race.
a.m.
Proceeds: Rotary Club of
Winter Park
$10 through January 22; $12 Tuscawilla.
from January 24-28 ; $1S day
Health Central SK
of race.
Saturday,
March S, 8 a.m.
Proceeds: Fellowship of
Health Central
Christian Athletes
$10 through February 26; $~2
from February 28-March 4;
Heartwalk (3 miles)
Sunday, February 6, 1 p.m. $1S day of race.
Proceeds: West Orange
LakeEola
$10 through January 29; $12 HealthcareFoundationand the
from January 31- February American Heart Association
5; $1S day of race.
Proceeds: American Heart Citrus Classic lOK, SK, 1 mile
Saturday, March 19, 1 mileAssociation
7:30 a.m., lOK- 8 a.m., SKTuscawilla 7-Up Classic (8K) 9:30 a.m.
Winter Haven
Saturday, February 12,

$10- lOK, $8- SK, $S - 1 mile
through March 12; $12 - lOK,
$10 - S~, $6- 1 mile from
March 14-18; $1S-10K, $12SK, $8 - 1 mile day of race.
Proceeds: Winter Haven Hospital Foundation
Home Depot Winter Park
Road Race lOK and 2 mile
Fun Run
Saturday, March 26 - 2 mile 7 a.m., lOK - 7:30 a.m.
Winter Park
$10 - lOK, $8 2 mile through
March 19; $13 - lOK, $10 - 2
mile from March 21-2S; $16lOK, $12 - 2 mile day of race.
Proceeds: TheMeridian Club
of Winter Park Scholarship
Fund
For further information call
896-S473

HEWm

TAX SERVICE
• FREE ELECTRONIC
FILING WITH PAID
PREPARATION

282-6042
Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

USE OF YOUR
TAX REFUND

IN 3 DAYS*
, Call for Price Quote
and Nearest Location

• FULLY COMPUTERIZED
TAX PREPARATION

249-2242

(ACROSS FROM UCF)
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
2 DOORS DOWN FROM UC6 CINEMA

_,

S-oorts
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Lady Knights off to fast start in TAAC play
by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

When Jerry Richardson, UCF
women's head basketball coach,
made the schedule for the 199394 season, he had a plan in mind.
He scheduled top-ranked opponents in the beginning of the season hoping his team would learn
some good lessons before meeting the important foes of the Trans
America Athletic Conference.
He scheduled games with Arkansas State and ·Northwestern
(La.) State and put the Lad~
Knights in tournaments with
Florida State, Tennessee State,
Alabama and Kentucky. January
11 the Lady Knights took on the
University of Florida and learned
some tough lessons in a 92-78
loss.
But the team did just what
Richardson wanted them to. They
took the experience and converted
it into two confere_nce wins. UCF
faced its first TAAC opponent
Thursday and de'feated the College of Charleston, 73-67. Saturday the women came from behind
to overcome Mercer, 60-54.
The first conference game was
important for two reasons. First, it
served as an indication as to
whether or not Richardson's plan
would work. Secondly, it gave the
team some much-needed self-confidence and momentum.
The game against Charleston
began like so many others, with
UCF down from the beginning.
The Lady Knights were lagging
by as many as 10 until under four
minutes remained in the first half.
Sophomore Tamika Coley put in
a lay-up to spark a IO-point run.
Seniqr Tara Gibson added five
points in the final minute to put

UCF up by two going into halftime.
The two teams were evenly
matched in the second, but a late
surge by UCF kept the score out
of reach and the Lady Knights
began conference play with a 1-0
TAAC record.
Assistant coach Jackie Belton,
filling in for Richardson, who was
out of town on personal business,
said the victory was a great accomplishment for the team.
"First, we were dealing with
the
absence of (coach
Richardson)," said Belton. "We
were trying to play with the intensity we needed to win. It lets them
(the team) know they can do it.
We needed to win this game."
Belton said the team played
better than they had in the past.
"We are learning. We've always been a pretty good defensive team. Our offense has had
trouble."
Not so for this game. Coley led
the scoring . effort with 22 and
took 16 boards. Sophomore Missy
Briscoe followed with 20 points .
while senior Tara Gibson had 13
points and eight assists.
Gibson felt the victory helped
the team mentally.
"It meant a iot," she said. "It
gives us a light. We've been down.
(The victory shows) when we play
together, we can win."
)'he team played together well
again Saturday in another come
from behind victory. UCF was
down by five at the break, but
came back to defeat the Bears by
four.
The victory gives the Lady
Knights a 3-8 overall record and a
2-0record in TAAC play. Not bad
for a .team who only won three
See LADY KNIGHTS, page 21

Sophomore Tamika Coley (with ball) is among the TAAC leaders in scoring and is a key reason the Lady Knights are 2-0 in
conference play. Coley is averaging 18 .points per game this season. (DeHoog/Future)

by TONY HUTCHESON
Contributing Reporter

Ortnlo rookie Anfemee Hmdaway isn't ctamng responsibility for the
Magic dropping two of three on their recent l'Olld trip. (Delloog/Fubre)

Last week's men's basketball games were marked by
one great finish but also inconsistent play and poor shooting. The UCF Knights came away with a big win, but also
had a disappointing loss in a game that lacked the intensity
the Knights had shown in previous home play. The Knights
lost for the first time at home and are 7-5 overall, 2-3 in the
, Trans America Athletic Conference.
Thursday the Knights hosted the College of Charleston,
who were pre-season picks to finish first in the TAAC.
UCF came out strong, playing good defense and shot well.
The Knights took a 12-point lead into the locker room at
halftime.
"In the first half our defense created offense," said UCF
head coach Kirk Speraw.
The Cougars, however, would not be outdone. In the
first eight minutes of the second half they erased the
deficit. The lead had changed hands six times until the
Knights had the ball, down 77-74 with 38.5 seconds left in
the game. UCF inbounded the ball and with 16.8 seconds
left in the game, sophomore Ochiel Swaby threw up a
three-point shot over a smaller defender. Despite being
fouled, Swaby found the net. He made the free throw and
UCF had a one point lead.
"I felt the foul and just concentrated on making the
shot," said Swaby.

Cougar guard Marion Busby, who Jed both teams with
30 points, brought the ball across the time line for the last
shot when he slipped and lost the ball. UCF'sjunior guard,
Ted Portee, scooped up the ball and took it in for a lay-up
See MEN'S BASKETBALL, page 22

WHft'S
@N ~AP?
TODAY
Men's Basketball @Florida Atlantic 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY
Women's Basketball@ Georgia St. 5:15 p.m.
SATURDAY
Men's Basketball @Stetson 7:35 p.m.
(WGT AM540)
Women's Basketball @Southeastern La. 8: 15 p.m.
MONDAY
Women's Basketball @Louisiana St. 8 p.m.

